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About Advanced Gutter Services
Serving Your Neighborhood for Over 30 Years
Advanced brings total peace of mind
to homeowners.
Advanced is a family owned business that
has served tens of thousands of customers in
Atlanta for over 30 years. Whether you need
a new gutter system, maintenance or repairs;
our team can assist in making sure your gutter
system is optimal for your home. We provide
a 100% honest approach when offering gutter
and cover solutions. This honest approach is
the foundation of the Advanced culture.

Experts in everything Gutters.
We are pleased to provide highly qualified
staff and technicians. Our technicians are
full-time employees, many with over 10-20
years of individual experience. We provide
total peace-of-mind solutions, from the initial
consultation through job site cleanup and
completion.

We provide top-quality and low-maintenance
gutter and cover solutions.
Faulty gutters can lead to major water
damage, foundation issues and water entry
into your home. A step above others, our
installation and product quality will provide
years of expected performance.
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We are Above Industry Standards

The Advanced Solution

The Industry Standard

 rue and honest gutter cover advice.
«T



L
 ots of promises and hype
about one specific gutter
system for any home.



C
 ompanies with less than 10
years in the gutter industry.



G
 utter covers sold with false
promises and warranties.



G
 utters using thin-gauge
aluminum to save cost.



G
 utters installed with thin
aluminum hangers or nails
that don’t offer durability.



G
 utters installed with incorrect
slope will lead to future problems.



Industry standard gutter corner
sealers tend to deteriorate after
about 5 years.

 full line of gutter cover options
«A
to best fit any property.
 hick gauge seamless aluminum
«T
for all systems.
« Installed with thick aluminum
hidden hangers and screws, for
LIFETIME DURABILITY.

VS

« Gutters installed with proper slope.
« Upgraded seam sealers in all corners.
« Custom fashioned ‘inside tab’ mitres
on all corners, providing the greatest
overall strength.
« All installations backed by a 10 year
warranty, and 30 years of service in
Atlanta under the same ownership.

Over 30 gutter colors available.

Factory colors come with a 50-year warrantied baked-on enamel finish
which is more durable than any paint. *Printing may not be true to color.
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Gutter Covers
The Truth About Gutter Covers
Most homes in Georgia would benefit from some form of gutter cover. If your gutters
clog quickly, or overflow and cause wood rot or foundation issues, you would likely
benefit from a quality gutter cover.

there is not a
‘one-stylesolution-fits-all’
gutter cover
on the market

The problem is that the gutter cover industry is
plagued by false promises, poorly designed products,
big commissions, out-of-business installers, and lots
of buyer’s remorse. Many gutter companies sell
only one gutter cover product because they are
only ‘licensed’ to sell that one product. Their only
sales tactic is to say that theirs is the “best” guard
on the market. We believe this approach can conflict
with the true needs of the homeowner. In reality,
there is not a ‘one-style-solution-fits-all’ gutter cover
on the market, and all guards will require some
maintenance after installation.

Right Application = Expected Benefits:
With a quality gutter cover matched to your home,
you can expect the benefit of reduced cleaning
schedules, and prevent clogging and overflow
between cleanings. The key to achieving optimal
gutter cover performance is through the understanding of the proper application, strengths and
weaknesses of each product. And don’t worry,
with over 30 years in the business, we do that
part for you!
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The Advanced Culture
At Advanced, our culture is based on providing high quality and honest services to our
customers, which we have been servicing since 1991. We are not interested in selling
products with fake promises at any cost.

our culture is based on providing high quality
and honest services to our customers

With dozens of highly experienced gutter technicians servicing tens of thousands of gutters
annually for 30 years, there is no group of gutter
professionals in Georgia more experienced than
Advanced. We have worked with, installed
and repaired all types of covers. We are your
best source for honest gutter cover information.
We install a select group of gutter cover products
to meet the requirements of different Atlanta
homes. See the following pages for the Advanced
gutter cover products.
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Gutter Covers
Advanced Under-the-Shingle Flat Metal Screens
This premium design of flat under-the-shingle
screen (being aluminum or powder coated
steel & properly secured to the upper forward
lip of the gutter) eliminates 99% of issues
previously associated with screens. These are
not your Grandfather’s screens! They provide
dependable, cost-effective, and low-maintenance gutter protection for almost any home,
while still allowing for easy cleaning.

Ideal Application:
•A
 ny amount of trees and roof
debris, where blowing off the
roofing occasionally may
already be required.
•H
 omes with cut-up roof lines
and valleys (increased water
flow) where overflow is likely
with other gutter covers such as
micromesh or solid type covers.
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Advanced Under-the-Shingle Flat Metal Screens

Product Benefits:
• Prevents gutter clogs and overflow between cleanings.
• Allows a large volume of water to pass through into the gutter.
• Will not cause overflow in valleys or other high water flow areas.
• Easily serviceable, and less frequently than the normal periodic cleaning
to remove accumulated debris from roof areas (valleys, behind chimneys,
etc) regardless of your gutter system. This ensures proper roof clean-off,
working gutters and saves you money.

Expectations and the Downside:
These covers do not entirely eliminate
gutter cleaning, as some small debris
will enter the gutter system over time
which should be occasionally cleaned
out. However, they do allow your gutter
system to continue to operate without
clogging between cleanings.
The cleaning process is quite easy.
Cleaning interval should be based on
removing the accumulated debris off roof
surfaces (valleys, behind chimneys, etc.)
as the gutters will continue to operate
and flow well between cleaning intervals.
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Gutter Covers
Advanced Gutter Hood – a premium debris-free* solid gutter cover

Advanced Gutter Hood is an excellent solid
gutter cover which improves upon and eliminates
issues common with many other solid cover
designs. The patented bracket provides needed
strength, ensures a 100% open flow channel
and overall gutter-to-cover alignment. Advanced
Gutter Hood installs perfectly on new or existing
6” high-capacity gutters, and is available in
several colors.

Ideal Application:
• Homes with few to no valleys
where the homeowner desires a
top quality debris-free* gutter
system for large capacity gutters.

•H
 omes with a moderate or
greater roof pitch to allow
for proper installation and
performance.
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Advanced Gutter Hood – a premium debris-free* solid gutter cover

Product Benefits:
• Allows water to flow into the gutters, while debris slides off.*
• Although it looks similar to some other products, Advanced Gutter Hood
is the absolute best design and performer of all solid covers for new or
existing 6” high capacity gutters.
• The patented bracket design of the Advanced Gutter Hood eliminates
the four most common failures associated with similar solid gutter cover
designs. These include providing proper top surface strength, zero fasteners
in the roof, structural design to ensure the flow channel remains 100% open,
and with proper forward nose alignment.

Expectations & the Downside*:
Advanced Gutter Hood has a very effective
corner system, but solid covers in general
do not always perform perfectly in valleys
where excessive roof runoff may cause
overflow. Therefore, solid covers are best
for properties with few to no valleys.
No solid cover is truly zero-maintenance, as
debris may accumulate on the roof, valleys
or enter the system over time, in turn making
it necessary to clean the roof and/or gutters.
Cleanings inside solid covers can be more
costly than cleaning without covers.
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Gutter Covers
Common Gutter Cover Problems
There are dozens of solid gutter cover products. Many will not perform as expected.
Below are a few of the more common gutter cover problems.

Contrary to what
companies’
claim, there is
not a ‘one-stylesolution-fits-all’
gutter cover.

 olid gutter covers
S
that are not supported
directly under the top
surface lead to the flow
channel collapsing,
failing, and causing
overflow.

Solid covers
with design
obstructions in
the flow channel
result in clogs
and overflow.

Hallett gutter covers
sit back more than
1/2” from the face of
the gutter allowing
excessive debris to
enter the system and
clog very quickly.

Even the best
solid gutter cover
designs can be
challenged with
inside valleys
and roof
accumulation.

Micro-mesh screen
covers prevent flowing
water from entering
the gutter, resulting in
overflow. They quickly
clog on the surface
from organic debris.

The right gutter cover product will not only make your gutter and drainage systems
work better, it makes them look better. Depend on Advanced for the best product.
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Gutter Maintenance
Gutter Cleaning and Repair
In order to work optimally, gutter systems require routine cleaning. In addition to cleaning
gutters and downspouts, we inspect your gutters and roof for any damage. We provide
a thorough clean up of all areas of debris, roof and ground. We do not leave a mess on
your property. Ask us about our maintenance plans!

Gutters

Roof Debris

Downspouts

Ground-Level

Comprehensive Drainage Solutions
Customers often have extensive drainage issues that lead to standing water, flooding,
wet basements and more. We have technicians devoted to solving these bigger issues.

In-Ground Downspout

12 Months
0% Interest

PVC Installation

Channel Drains

Catch Basins

Advanced is proud to provide
special financing on qualifying jobs.
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Gutter Services
SINCE 1991

We are the Best in Atlanta!
When having work done on your home, don’t accept
anything but the best. Advanced Gutter Services is the best!
We are proud to be a top rated company in metro Atlanta.
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